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Religion and the Secular State: Uruguayan Report

I. INTRODUCTION

Uruguay has been categorized as a prototypical secular state, together with Mexico, following the trend of France, a category also shared by Turkey. Nevertheless, some peculiarities of Uruguay’s statutory setting – which, in terms of secularism, go beyond the words and spirit of the constitution and contradict the principles of international human rights norms – distinguish the country from the others of its colleague secular states that have positively evolved in terms of state/church relationships while Uruguay has not. Mexico, for instance, has developed a more open-minded attitude towards religion by (1) reforming its formerly restrictive constitution in terms of freedom of religion or belief, (2) creating a public office for religious affairs and (3) approving the Religious Freedom Frame Act.

Although still maintaining overt violations of the right to exhibit one’s own religious identity in public spaces, France pays some attention to religious concerns as it cooperates with the preservation of churches and other edifices of worship of cultural or historical significance, and carries out charity actions in coordination with religious entities, amongst other areas of encounter. Uruguay’s uniqueness lies in the fact that it seems still attached to a model of a liberal state with rigid separation, which goes back to the nineteenth century in terms of religious freedom.

And yet, Uruguay is still complex to categorize in terms of its position with respect to secularity, because while neutral and even cooperationist in its constitutional and international binding norms, its legal framework, its administrative regulations and resolutions, and overall, the customary interpretation (or misinterpretation) of law and of the entire legal system, tend to meet a high commitment to secularism as a result of hostile separation between state and church, very proximate to secular fundamentalism. The very definition of “secular” or “lay” needs to be reviewed in Uruguay’s legal forum. In fact, the concept is under debate and should be submitted to thorough analysis and revision in the near future. Since secularity is frequently identified as an imposed prescidence of religious issues by the State – or even misunderstood under the belief that the State must be abstentionist for the reason that the constitution (Article 5)
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establishes an abstentionist form of secularism since the separation of state from church in 1917. These misinterpretations of law and of human rights call for urgent eradication in order to approach the minimum standards of religious liberty.

At the same time, another current of opinion underlines a positive assessment that Uruguay’s constitution shows towards religion, specifically where it grants tax exemptions to churches, recognizes the pre-existing Roman Catholic Church as a legal entity and owner of property, and incorporates the principles of Natural Law in Article 72. The incorporation itself leads to the conclusion that the regime as a whole, being based on the recognition of human dignity and the respect of human rights as well as on the principles of democracy and republic, is mandatorily respectful of freedom of religion or belief in its constitutional and international law context. Infra-constitutional law and regulations must therefore be adapted to suit the elevated norms, and interpretation of the whole legal system ought to be enlightened by and redirected to harmonize the mandates of international human rights norms and the constitution.

This being the state of the question in our forum, we will attempt to apply Cole Durham’s methodology and model in his essay “Basis for a Comparative Analysis of Religious Freedom” to approach a categorization of Uruguay’s posture on religion and the type of secularism it embraces. By denouncing the position that Uruguay deserves in Durham’s scheme of religious freedom according to state-church relationships, we intend to (1) shake the theoretical foundations of scholars who still neglect the presence of religion in the public sphere and consider freedom of religion thoroughly complied with through abstentionism, perhaps awaking decision-makers to become conscious about the
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weakness of the system, and (2) finally influence in state spheres to hopefully provoke a reformation process in order to attain full respect of religious freedom deserving a position closer to “Total Religious Freedom” in Durham’s scheme.

This analysis will try to explain this categorization, as well as the dichotomy between the Magna Carta and international human rights norms on one hand, and legal and administrative regulations as well as the secularist interpretation of law on the other.10

II. SOCIAL CONTEXT IN URUGUAY

As in the rest of the New World, various native peoples inhabited Uruguayan lands prior to Spanish colonization, mainly nomadic and either polytheistic or pantheist. As Spaniards disembarked, they brought the Christian cross with them as a sign of appurtenance, evangelization, discovery, and conquest in the name and under the protection of religion.11

Unlike in the rest of the American countries, the multiplicity of pre-existing indigenous populations living in the country that became Uruguay resisted integration of European culture in general terms, either through struggle against the invader or through compulsory and self-imposed isolation from the conqueror. As a result, those who were not submitted to slavery, condemned to confusing misery, or assimilated to European blood through crossbreeding, were gradually decimated in battles against the enemy. Finally, the remains of the last rebel native groups were exterminated in 1831,12 immediately after Uruguay’s birth as an independent country.

So the shameful fact of our history is the present absence of hardly any religions of native origin, at least in the form of organized and identified native groups. Our national identity was hence forged on the basis of a homogeneous European population. This initial uniformity of the population in general terms of culture, language, ethnicity and religion had a strong influence on its attitude towards the “different,” undermining the development of an open-minded tradition. Sharing the “only child syndrome,” Uruguayans found themselves in no need to resolve the challenge of coexistence with the “other.” This peculiar historical fact conditioned our nation since its birth, making it prone to holding a monolithic ideology and a single truth.

Foreign native peoples – Guaranis from the Jesuitical missions – immigrated in thousands from Paraguay and Argentina to Uruguay in an 1828 exodus,13 presumably after the expulsion of the Company of Jesus (1768-1803). These peoples settled in Uruguayan territory in an unprecedented international law action, bringing their authorities and representatives with them, but experienced assimilation to our population, desegregated and absorbed by us, after being sunk in misery. Because of integration to our population, and due to the fact that these peoples had already been evangelized by Jesuits and had converted to Catholicism, they didn’t represent a threat to our religious uniformity. And, therefore, their integration to Uruguayan society didn’t challenge its homogeneity, in terms of religion.

The Roman Catholic Church preceded our independent State and, being the majority religion, it was crucial in determining the denominational structure adopted by our 1830 Constitution, which followed the patronage model. Soon the religious hegemonic scenario was gradually nourished by other Christian protestant groups migrating from Europe. These groups shared religions with some minimal expressions of native cults which had survived annihilation or assimilation by the white conqueror. Also present were a small number of African natives submitted to slavery, who brought their cults with them, which
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became a determining fact for the birth of syncretism later on in history. So despite Catholic hegemony and the privileged status of the Roman Catholic Church, tolerance of other non-historically rooted cults was due in the name of the principles of freedom of expression, association, and equality.

Masonry was very strong in these latitudes, especially in Uruguay. This presence, together with the nineteenth century ideas of liberalism and Jacobinism dating back to the French Revolution, determined the development of a secularization process in Uruguay – beginning in law and validated half a century later by the 1917 Constitution which established the separation of state and church. Uruguay was a pioneer in secularization.

As for religious composition of society, Roman Catholics are still the majority group, but the number of its adherents is slowly decreasing presently, in favor of new religious movements, comprised mainly of neo-Pentecostals of Brazilian origin and neo-Christians.

Sociologists outline the fact that historical Protestant churches (Anglican, Lutheran, Calvinist, Mennonite) coexist with modern evangelical churches from different origins grouped in confederations: Baptists, Salvation Army, Seventh-day Adventists, Pentecostals, neo-Pentecostals (the Worldwide Church of God from Brazil), and neo-Christians or post-Protestants (Jehovah’s Witnesses and The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (Mormons), from the United States, and Scientology beliefs). Nowadays the number of non-Catholic Christians are the second largest religious group. Armenian, Greek, and Russian Orthodox churches are also present, though minimally. Jewish communities of diverse movements have established in Uruguay. Orthodox Jews stand side-by-side with Conservatives and Reformists.

Islam has arrived relatively recently and established small but growing communities, especially in the frontiers. Buddhist and Hinduistic groups are also present, as well as Spiritualists of different schools, Theosophical schools and Rosae Crucis.

The Moon Sect (Unification Church) used to have a strong economic power, though now it is somewhat diminished.

The Bahá’í faith collects some sympathizers and volunteers as well. Afro-Brazilian religions such as Candomblé, Quimbanda and Umbanda have a strong presence, greater than that of movements stemming from African groups clustered together in different communities.

A particular Latin American phenomenon very typical of Uruguay occurred by means of mingling of African cults with Brazilian faiths and Catholic ingredients, giving place to the emergence of syncretism. One belief – borrowing its typical elements of faith, such as Christ, the Virgin Mary, or saints, and renaming them or assimilating them to its own deities, or performing Catholic rites together with native cults, or embracing Catholic faith without rendering alien beliefs – tends to encourage the practice of other religious beliefs or to incorporate some elements of other faiths, or tries to disguise itself as Catholic. A new religious creed is born, known as religious “Syncretism, a symbiosis of religions”.

Masonry may be considered a form of belief, in the sense that its members practice rituals and have temples. Like the Roman Catholic Church, Masonry is historically-rooted and exercises a very powerful influence in politics, government, and culture. Masonry also has undermining effects on freedom of religion or belief, particularly on the public dimension of religion, i.e., on its “forum externum.” Very often it finds support from militant forms of agnosticism and atheism, formerly linked or not, with historical anti-clericalism.

According to some statistical data, the population breakdown is as follows: Roman
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Catholics: 66 percent; Protestants: 2 percent; Jews: 1 percent; and others, including those who don’t profess a religion: 31 percent. Other statistics show different results: “Research studies from social sciences have reported the recent religious pluralisation and diversification in our country. All studies agree in establishing that slightly more than 80 percent of Uruguayans profess belief in God.”¹⁹ This fact was provided by the National Statistics Institute (INE),²⁰ which for the first time in our history inquired about religious beliefs.²¹

So our societies have passed from diversity to uniformity, and back to diversity in the religious arena. This has occurred after immigration and after the resurrection of native cults and culture, giving place to the presence of many religious denominations.

III. THEORETICAL AND SCHOLARLY CONTEXT

As was outlined, two major trends govern the theoretical and scholarly context in Uruguay.

The laicist approach may be considered “prescinding” (abstentionist) in terms of religion, and highly committed to secularity. This leading school of thought prevailed till the dawn of the twentieth century and has deeply influenced scholars and academics, lawyers and students, and in general, the entire Uruguayan culture. The label of “secular” – in the sense of strict separation between the two spheres of religion and the political community – rises as the spontaneous answer to the question about Uruguay’s state–church relations. The non-denominational nature of our State, consecrated by Article 5 of the constitution, is interpreted as implying that besides being non-denominational, the government should abstain from supporting any religion, even on an equitable basis, and is even prohibited to involve itself with religion entirely. The State must disregard (“rescind from”)²² religious expressions as alien to State affairs.

Therefore, religion must be absolutely absent from public schools, public premises, and public spheres in general. Religion is confined to the forum internum and to private practice,²³ receiving hardly any attention or consideration by authorities. Religious communities are regarded as civil institutions, entitled to rights and duties once they are recognized as legal entities. The trend is closely linked to positivism and receives support from the Masonry and forms of agnostic or atheist proselytism. Within this trend, two vectors are distinguishable.

Some radical interpretations of secularity actually qualify as forms of “secular fundamentalism.”²⁴ A Law Professor has said “the only governmental attitude compatible to religious pluralism is that of prescindence, indifference, the State’s abstention from the religious phenomenon; . . . not only in the sense that it tolerates that diversity, but also in that it shouldn’t tip the balance of the juridical and political organization of the community in favor or against one or other religious or non-religious posture.”²⁵

Sometimes religion is presented as restricting freedom, creating a slavery which is an obstacle to progress and even to democracy.²⁶ Religiously-based arguments are disqualified, “acting as if illiberal policing of religion were mandatory for a religiously neutral state.”²⁷ This “strident laicism” has held its own truth as absolute, but under the
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appearance of impartiality. As the State cannot support any religion, and moreover, as the State is impeded from even considering religion, this stance is the only guarantee of neutrality. In fact, the former hegemony of the Roman Catholic Church has been replaced by another hegemony—of antireligious rationalism, rather than, in Lindholm’s words, “achieving genuine neutrality.” This rigid version of secularism has, however, been very successful in imposing this vision as general to past and present generations, thus undermining the very foundations of freedom of religion or belief in the minds and souls of Uruguayans.

The other laicist vector poses an attitude of cold indifference, underestimating religions in general, leading to freedom of indifference more than freedom of religion or belief.

Both constitute true forms of intolerance in the end, led by an erratic understanding of neutrality, revealing a denial of the religious fact in society as natural to the human being and uncaring of his dignity.

The pluralistic approach regards religion as part of reality and natural to the human being, entitled to due respect from the State as well as from all layers of society on behalf of human dignity. It clearly distinguishes between the two philosophical concepts of secularism: laicidad, derived from “lay” and denoting secularity as a synonym of genuine neutrality; and laicismo, laicism, denoting a secularism denies the religious dimension of the human being manifested in society, and is anti-religious.

This pluralistic approach praises separation between state and religion because the State is ontologically secular or non-religious, while the churches are religious by nature. As a consequence, the State doesn’t sustain, support, or foster any religion in particular, since the State is not competent in spiritual affairs, as the main agent of the well-being of the population.

Only a totalitarian model of society can justify the domain of a one and absolute truth ideology. What is particular to the rule of law is not to hold uniform theoretical foundations, but a common method, which is democracy. And a democratic method implies considering the prevalent pluralism in society.

Religion is essential to human culture. Therefore the State, as the main agent of the general interest of its population, is compelled to create conditions suitable to allow individuals to choose their ways to relate to the Creator. It isn’t enough for the government simply to abstain from involvement in religious issues, but rather it should intervene in order to insure the effective and legitimate enforcement of fundamental rights.

There are certain principles underlying values common to mankind, which prevail over national regulations, amongst which freedom of religion or belief stands as a “first freedom” and as “the origin of all freedoms.” Embodied in the proclaimed human rights, these core values are fundamental, non-derogable, and considered part of customary law and part of ius cogens or imperative mandatory law. The principles, rights, and liberties established or recognized by international human rights law form a nucleus, or human rights block, which represents a minimum standard in terms of human rights. This binds every state, and is even superior to constitutions; otherwise it compromises the State’s international and public responsibility.
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IV. CONSTITUTIONAL CONTEXT

A. Outline of the Political History with Regard to Relations between State and Religion

During the colonial period Uruguay was part of the Diocese of Buenos Aires. The Roman Catholic Church was significantly influential in leading the social and spiritual life of the people, and a main character in the revolutionary movement, which concluded with the declaration of independence in 1825. It was not before 1878 that the Diocese of Montevideo was erected.

The fact that the Roman Catholic Church preceded the existence of our independent State was crucial in determining the denominational structure adopted in the 1830 Constitution. Notwithstanding the absence of a Concordat between the Holy See and the State, most scholars consider that the State followed a patronage model, at least de facto, due to the powers arrogated to the State over the Church – like the right of bestowing offices or church benefices, and the right to appeal to the Supreme Court against ecclesial court decisions. Freedom of religion in regard to other faiths was acknowledged as part of freedom of expression, and it followed a main principle of our foundations: “We shall promote civil and religious liberty to its maximum imaginable extension.”

Now, Masonry counted on adepts since the times of the independent movement and has kept its presence and strong influence in power, even today. So our secularization process began very early, in the second half of the nineteenth century, as a consequence of the alliances between a fortified Masonry that had gained important positions in government, positivism, rationalism and enlightenment, following the French laïcité model in their plans of strict secularization. After the first state-church conflict over a jurisdiction contest in 1861, secularization was inaugurated with the secularization of cemeteries.

The secularization process (1861-1918) is apparent through reforms carried out in diverse terrains: religious instruction is substituted by “Lay, Free of Expense, and Compulsory School” as a motto, deprivation of civil effects to religious marriage, prohibition of religious symbols in the public sphere, restrictions on immigration and social activities of nuns, divorce, secularization of religious holidays, State Civil Registry, and suppression of religious oaths amongst other measures which lead a school of thought definitely driving our country to be the least religious of the world.

The process – unconstitutional under the 1830 Denominational Constitution – is legitimized after the separation of church and state in the 1918 Constitution. With insignificant changes, the same text has been ratified through each of the constitutional reforms until our current 1967 Constitution, with its amendments. In 2004 it read:

Article 5: “All religious cults are free in Uruguay. The State does not endorse any religion. It recognizes the Catholic Church’s ownership of all temples that have been...
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partially or completely built with funds from the National Treasury, with the exception of chapels that have been designated to serve as shelters, hospitals, jails, or other public settlements. In like manner, the State declares all churches consecrated to the worship of the various religions exempt of any form of taxes.”

It is accurate to affirm – as most analysts assert – that our constitution establishes a secular state in terms of its posture towards religion. But this statement is true only after acknowledging that our constitution proclaims freedom of religion or belief as a fundamental principle, subsequently establishing its non-denominational stance with regard to religion. Therefore, when describing Uruguay’s stance on religion, we should identify the State as a “religious liberty state,” and only after, as a non-denominational state. The constitution itself has chosen this prevalence.

B. Constitutional Provisions and Governing Principles

A Human Rights Respectful State: The constitution acknowledges – does not create – the basic human rights, and grants their protection. Amongst these rights are the guaranteed protection of the enjoyment of the right to life, honour, liberty, security, labour and property (Article 7). The forum internum is exempt from the arm of the authority, as are private actions, provided they do not interfere with public order or impede others (Article 10) in enjoying the Principle of Legality.

Uruguay is part of international human rights law, having ratified the key international instruments affirming freedom of religion or belief, and thus is obliged to respect and take action in order to guarantee and facilitate the universally applicable human rights codified in its instruments.42

As part of ius cogens, or imperative mandatory law, the principles, rights and liberties form a nucleus, or human rights block.43 This represents a minimum standard in terms of human rights, which is considered non-derogable under customary international law as an application of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (1969), and binds every state, being superior even to constitutions, otherwise compromising the state’s international and public responsibility. So, these rights and liberties may be directly invoked by individuals and communities.

According to Article 72 of the constitution, “The enumeration of rights, duties and guarantees made by the Constitution, does not exclude others that are inherent to the human person or derived from the republican model of the government.” This constitutes an innominate or general guarantee for human rights compliance, as well as a tool to demand that the authorities accomplish the duties and secure the guarantees due to human dignity and proper to a republican government, notwithstanding their explicitation in the text. Therefore, all recognized human rights and guarantees are included as part of the guiding principles and are executable under the enforcement of Article 332 of the constitution, which consecrates the direct applicability of the articles that acknowledge rights to individuals and those that assign powers and impose duties to public authorities. These precepts are directly applicable, which constitute the “generic constitutionalization of the founding principles of justice of classical Natural Law,”44 and may be invoked even in the absence of regulation, and will be made executable by looking at analogous laws, the general principles of law, and the overall accepted theoretical foundations of law.”

Non-derogability of Rights: Limitation of rights – true and perfect subjective rights –
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would be ineffective even if it were attempted by law,\textsuperscript{45} as they are regarded as independent from the will of the sovereign.\textsuperscript{46}

A Pluralistic State: The phrasing “All religious cults are free in Uruguay” (Article 5) embodies the recognition of different religious denominations coexisting in our nation, receiving the same or similar treatment from the State. “The Republic of Uruguay is the political association of all the inhabitants of its territory” (Article 1) comprises all individuals living in the country, in an association of equals.

The Rule of Law: “The Nation adopts the democratic republican form of government. Its sovereignty will be directly exercised by the Electoral Body in the cases of election, popular initiative and referendum, and indirectly through the representative powers established by this Constitution; all according to the rules expressed in it” (Article 82), embeds a State, governed under the rule of law, whose juridical manifestation is democracy.

The Principle of Equality outlined by Article 8, “All persons are equal before the law, with no distinction among them other than their talents or virtues” provides the premise for the Principle of Non-Discrimination and for Pacific Coexistence and Tolerance – the latter only after due respect fails to be attained.

A Religious Freedom State: Not only does the Constitution proclaim freedom of religion or belief with the outdated term “religious cults” – which should be interpreted as modern freedom of religion or belief under the historical-evolutive and teleological method of interpretation – but it moreover esteems religion highly, which is partially revealed by tax exemption “to churches consecrated to worship of the different religions.”\textsuperscript{47}

The constitution automatically acknowledges the Roman Catholic Church as a legal entity, incurring a slight detriment in the principle of equality with regard to the rest of the faiths. However, religious freedom in its full extent is acknowledged, with its manifestations stemming from a republican form of government. Freedom and independence of the conscience are specifically shielded (Article 54), which provides the foundation for conscientious objection. Allusions to morals abound throughout the Magna Carta, as well as the reference to virtues, revealing that the constitution recognizes spirituality in the individual.

A Secular State in terms of its separation from religion and non-denominational nature, yet pluralistic at the same time.

The Principle of Cooperation between the State and religious communities is in force by means of the several coordinated actions taken to assist the unprivileged, regardless of the absence of provisions in legal documents. In sharing the common aims of peace, solidarity, equality, and respect of others, the focus of both the State and religions is set on the human being, which creates cooperation in some charitable actions. Regrettably, some areas – like spiritual assistance to confined people, education and direct promotion of religion in order to facilitate freedom of religion of belief – are still ignored.

We are in debt to the principle of autonomy of religious congregations and academic autonomy in teaching and studying this discipline of law and religion. With regard to religions, the State still vindicates its supposed power to meddle in religious affairs or disqualifies opinions or intervention of church authorities in the public sphere, and at present is neglecting the right of health institutions defined by beliefs to conduct themselves in accordance to their ethical principles. As for law and religion, it is still


\textsuperscript{46} Id. at 93 ff.

generally subsumed by constitutional and civil law, and is thus hindered from developing proper theoretics and foundations of its own. Moreover, issues directly concerning freedom of religion or belief are frequently addressed as issues alien to its principles, and therefore, not solved but neglected or denied.

The rule of law proclaimed by our constitution and the comprehensive respect of human dignity demands the harmonization of human rights and constitutional principles in order to comply with the essentials of freedom of religion or belief. The State must face religious issues with the legal frameworks necessary to address, in a systematic and human-focused attitude, the upcoming concerns that religions are posing to modern pluralistic societies. Because “it isn’t enough nor easy to simply proclaim the existence of specific liberties in the Constitution if they are not completed with the adequate guarantees.”48 Law and Religion scholars and academic production must declare their independence from other branches of law, in order to deal with religious issues in an appropriate autonomous way.

The principle of liberty generally guards freedom of religion or belief, but it is undeniable that some specificities are irreparably lost without a deep reflection and development of the discipline. Following Descartes, we will be able to assert that “Law and Religion” as a law subject or branch exists in Uruguay, only after having demonstrated that it thinks.49

V. LEGAL CONTEXT

There is no specific legislation dealing with religion or religious freedom in an integral manner. While our legislation provides regulation for very specific religious features, it lacks a framework, like in a general law on freedom of religion or belief, as other countries possess. The same happens with case law and court decisions; scarcely does the judiciary deal with religious issues, from a freedom of religion perspective.

This legal desert of ours may be partially mitigated by means of the direct applicability of international human rights law. As we have outlined, Uruguay has ratified most, if not all, of the international covenants and documents on human rights which, together with the constitution, form the “constitutionality block”50 or “human rights block”51 and may be invoked as national binding law.

This posture on international human rights law hierarchy is not shared by all scholars; some grant it a hierarchy superior to the Constitution, while other still hold they have the same hierarchy as statutory law,52 but the Supreme Court of Justice has held53 that it has constitutional hierarchy, due to the incorporation of human rights to the Constitution by Article 72.

There are no specific bodies – like councils, agencies, or directorates – in the State structure that deal with religious affairs and religious communities. This is a huge deficiency in our legal system, which is repeatedly denounced as a means of neglecting freedom of religion, against both individuals and communities.

A shallow attempt towards establishing a public link with religions involved the creation of the Honorary Commission against Racism, Xenophobia, and any kind of

51. Risso Ferrand, Derecho Constitucional, supra n. 30.
Discrimination, as a portion of the Human Rights Office of the Ministry of Education and Culture.\textsuperscript{54} The norm specifies as possible forms of discrimination “any distinction, exclusion, restriction, preference, or the use of physical or moral violence, motivated by race, skin color, religion, national or ethnic origin,” amongst other reasons, resulting in impairment of human rights in any possible sphere. This commission, however, doesn’t qualify as the demanded institutional type of relation between the State and religious communities as legal entities. It is limited to giving response to and arbitrating specific conflict situations, lacking mandatory effects.

A National Human Rights Institute was recently created\textsuperscript{55} as an autonomic parliamentary office, to deal with the defense, promotion, and protection of human rights proclaimed by the constitution and international law. Despite the fact that the term religion is absent from the extensive text of the norm, it appears as a useful tool to protect religious freedom as comprised by the “human rights block.”

The State’s posture with regard to religion is not clear yet and is undergoing revision, frequently resulting in contradiction. For example, notwithstanding the fact that religious issues are amongst the purposes of the outlined Human Rights Commission in the Executive – when the Ministry of Education and Culture lists the human rights in its report about the “Expenditure on Human Rights in Uruguay 2004-2008” – freedom of religion is left out.\textsuperscript{56} As a counterpart, the same ministry has recently organized a seminar on “Religious Pluralism and Secularity (laicidad) in the Uruguayan society,”\textsuperscript{57} showing a very open-minded attitude towards the religious phenomenon, even considering its presence in public spheres.

Needless to say, this setting accounts for the absence of bilateral formal relations between the State and religious communities. As a consequence, religious communities and churches are not recognized as interlocutors at the same level as the State. On the contrary, as we have previously noticed, opinions and expressions from religious organizations are often disqualified.

VI. THE STATE AND RELIGIOUS AUTONOMY

Following the “two separate spheres” model, public authorities do not intervene in the life or organization of religious communities, partly because they lack jurisdiction over religious groups and affairs and partly because they just pay little or no attention to religion at all. Secular law has no provisions on the subject, and religious communities govern themselves and act freely in the secular sphere, provided public or common interest is not challenged. Although the State has no specific legal provisions to facilitate peaceful coexistence and respect between religious communities, this philosophy underlies most of State actions and is currently developing. An example was the 2009 seminar on religious pluralism, which gathered representatives from the diverse religions in Uruguay, side-by-side with scholars from different disciplines.

There are some specificities, however, that may be considered as recognizing religious autonomy. One is the issue declaring that religious property – objects, goods, or real estate – destined to worship are unattachable, according to several laws regarding the question, redounding in its universal scope.\textsuperscript{58}

Another special consideration of religious autonomy is that related to religious secrecy. Proceedings law allows ministers of religion – amongst other holders of

\textsuperscript{54} Created by Law N° 17.817 of 6 September 2004.
\textsuperscript{55} Law N° 18.846, from 27 January 2009.
\textsuperscript{58} Civil Code, Art. 2363: “Sacred and religious objects and goods destined to worship of any religion”; Proceedings Law Art. 381: “The following goods are unattachable: 9) Goods destined to worship of any religion”.
professional secrets – to abstain from testifying in court. Although clergymen are not directly addressed by the provision, they are undoubtedly secret-holders, and may therefore invoke the exemption. The same is established for pleas (reports requested on paper), in which case the request may be denied if the matter is classified or under secrecy (Article 190.2).

A negative example in of the State interfering in religious autonomy did take place, though, when the Executive ordered the Catholic Church authorities to replace a Jesus Cross to its original location in a temple, based on the fact that it entailed a historical and cultural value for the nation.

The issue regarding secularization of religious holidays may be considered another case of State interference in religious autonomy, or more precisely, a case of State invasion of religious holidays, specifically those of the Roman Catholic Church. What are the foundations of this bold statement? We are aware that secularization of religious holidays did take place in many other countries and yet, they could hardly be considered as interfering with religious autonomy. This non-interference is due to the manner in which it was implemented or the features that were designed to encompass the measure. For example, other countries have adopted religious holidays from other major religions as holidays or non-working days, together with Catholic festivities.

The Romans built their edifice to their gods on the Jewish Temple Mount, and later the Dome of the Rock and Al-Aksa were built by Arab Muslims on the ruins of the Roman structures. Muslim mosques were erected in the holiest site in Judaism, the Temple Mount, where the Temple of Jerusalem once stood. Thus, Jews consider their main holy place profaned, and therefore cannot legitimately render a proper worship, a reason why they express their sorrow in the Wailing Wall. When a new antagonist religious community or a conquering political authority has intended to overthrow the native or traditional religious groups existing in the conquered or dominated territories, it either substitutes the original religious elements with elements of its own, or erects other buildings or monuments in or on top of sacred places, thus profaning the place and intending to change its nature. History abounds with examples of this sort.

More than interfering in religious autonomy, our argument is that the State has invaded the religious holidays of the Christian faith (Catholic, more specifically) rather than having “borrowed” and secularized them. This is part of a strategy to relegate and nullify religious manifestation, with a very deliberate purpose which was made explicit by the lawmaker: to “empty the churches.” In order to accomplish that goal, Catholic religious holidays which were traditionally kept as non-working days, were confiscated by the State with their names being substituted by pagan nomenclature. As a result, Uruguay’s eccentricity stands out from the rest of the world, being the only country which has made the Easter Week – whose name was changed to “Tourism Week” – entirely non-working days (seven days). The measure turned out to be very effective: many Christians choose to take all the non-working week off, leaving their parishes to engage in tourism, leisure, or travelling. As a result, churches have in fact been considerably emptied, or at least their congregation are gone during the most important celebration of their Christian calendar. A proof of our statement is the fact that, Holy Week being a mobile holiday, State authorities depend on or must wait for the religious authority (Holy See, mainly) to determine when the Holy Week will be every year, and then to set the “Tourism Week” in that particular period of the year themselves. The same happens with Carnival and is eloquent witness of the intention to invade, more than to secularize, a religious holiday. A

---

59. Proceedings Law Art. 156: “Exemptions to the duty to testify: … (2) the holders of professional secret, or those who must keep secrets by virtue of law.”

60. See Carmen Asín Perea, “Declaración de Patrimonio Histórico o Cultural versus Libertad Religiosa,” May 2006, www.libertadreligiosa.org, for an extensive description of this case. The decision was subsequently abolished.


1920 law establishes a weekly rest after every six working days, setting it on Sundays, allowing the exceptions necessary to cover the requirements of the given service. The later 1979 law of “National Holidays” separates “traditional holidays” from “patriotic” commemoration and exaltations days. Included as traditional holidays are these Christian religious holidays, but without mentioning their religious origin: 1 and 6 January, Monday and Tuesday of the Carnival Week, “the sixth week after the Carnival Week, which will be denominated “Tourism Week,” 2 November and 25 December. NB: Monday and Tuesday of the “Carnival Week” are the two days before the beginning of Lent, that is, before Ash Wednesday, which is also set by the Roman Catholic Church authorities (see Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Religious Holiday</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Holiday (non-working)</th>
<th>Change of Denomination by Law</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Epiphany</td>
<td>January 6th</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>Children’s day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carnival</td>
<td>Set by RC Church</td>
<td>2 days</td>
<td>Amplified: Carnival week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easter week</td>
<td>Set by RC Church</td>
<td>7 days</td>
<td>Tourism week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faithful deceased</td>
<td>November 2nd</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>Deceased Memorial Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immaculate Conception</td>
<td>December 8th</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>Beaches Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christmas</td>
<td>December 25th</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>Family Day</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The most severe violation of religious autonomy is taking place at present by means of laws and administrative regulations on “sexual and reproductive rights, including direct or indirect abortion, by denying the right of health institutions defined by beliefs to conduct themselves in accordance to their ethical principles.”

VII. RELIGION AND THE AUTONOMY OF THE STATE

No religious community is entitled to a specific role in the secular governance of the country, nor given some power to control other religious communities under the State law. However, some religious authorities or representatives (members of the clergy, priests, and religious personnel) have occupied places in the Executive, or have been appointed honorary members of public commissions. There is no restriction on members of the clergy exercising political rights or to having access public office.

VIII. LEGAL REGULATION OF RELIGION AS A SOCIAL PHENOMENON

With the exception of tax exemption, the State deals with religious communities in the same way it does with other associations in terms of granting legal personality, registration of religious entities for this purpose, cemeteries, regulation of places of worship, distribution of literature, data protection, and slaughtering of animals.

Until May 2009, the only administrative regulation on slaughtering of animals.
mandated the use of humanitarian methods in slaughterhouses authorized by the Ministry of Agriculture, with the exception of ritual sacrifice methods. Ritual slaughtering may be permitted on demand – in kosher or Islamic cases. Provided they comply with sanitary regulations, the activity is control-free.

The recent law on “Responsible Tenancy of Animals” is destined to protect animal life and well-being. Therefore, ill-treatment of animals is banned, and animal sacrifice is strictly regulated, except those for “productive activities or religious rites” (Article 3). As Afro-Brazilian religions sacrifice birds or goats as ritual offerings to their gods, some animal-protection associations have raised their voices against this practice, and some bills on animal protection have been under consideration. The paradox is that, while animals are banned from entering public beaches for sanitary and other reasons, dead animals are left alongside the coast, with impunity. The law authorizes sacrifice, but omits regulating about the destiny of the dead bodies.

As for data protection, privacy is generically guaranteed by constitution and international human rights law. The “Habeas Data” Law regulates the treatment of personal data contained in registries, and is intended to provide reliable commercial reports. It explicitly leaves religious affiliation information out of the scope of the law, treating these as “sensitive information to people’s privacy.” Similar treatment is provided by later “personal data protection and habeas data action” law, proclaiming personal data protection as a human right. It includes information related to racial and ethnic origin, political preference, religious or moral beliefs, trade union affiliation, and information related to health or social life as “sensitive information” which is specially protected. While databases collecting “sensitive information” are banned, those possessed by churches and religious communities, associations and other non-profit entities with “political, religious, philosophical, trade union purposes” are permitted. Distribution of literature is absolutely unrestricted. Previous censorship doesn’t exist, and freedom of expression is often privileged both by law and court rulings – even over eventual offense of racial or religious feelings – provided it doesn’t incur crime, which we will discuss.

Regulation of places of worship follows the general criteria, with no specificities. Cemeteries were the first religious sites to be secularized – more accurately, expropriated – in 1863, unilaterally by the State. As a result, the Roman Catholic Church owns no cemetery. However, Jewish cemeteries exist from at least since 1917, and the British cemetery is even older. Other private cemeteries have been authorized fairly recently. As for the issue of legal entity, there are no specific structures for religious congregations or organizations with religious objectives. Therefore, all religious organizations must try to “fit” into existing civil or commercial structures, or as non-profit civil societies, given the absence of a particular legal religious association type.

The constitution recognizes the Roman Catholic Church as an entity distinct from its members (Article 5), and as the owner of patrimonial rights. The legal status of the Roman Catholic Church is therefore implied. Its rights are acknowledged, not granted. This status may be explained as the result of an agreement that goes back to the separation of church and state where separation was achieved and the State granted legal recognition to institutions existing prior to the State, thus recognizing certain rights that the Catholic

---

70. Local Law Nº 27.379, Municipality of Montevideo, 12 December 1996 and its administrative regulations.
71. Law Nº 17.838, 1 October 2004. Art. 2º establishes that the law excepts “sensitive information about people’s privacy, understanding by these, those referring to people’s racial or ethnic origin, their political preference, religious, philosophical or moral belief, trade union affiliation or information regarding their health or sexual activity or any other area reserved to individual freedom.”
72. Law Nº 18.331, 18 August 2008, arts. 1, 4 and 18.
73. Secularization of Cemeteries Decree, 4 April 1861.
Church already had.

Likewise, the Civil Code (Article 21)\textsuperscript{75} treats the Roman Catholic Church the same as governmental institutions. Legal personality of the Roman Catholic Church is automatic. For example, there is no required approval of its statutes, as its status is recognized as a package deal that includes all the guidelines, authorities, and regulations set forth by the institution, without the government requiring them to be presented for approval.\textsuperscript{76} No other institution that wishes to obtain legal status has this luxury. A decree from the Holy See may create a new diocese in Uruguay, and hence, a new legal entity is born in the country, without governmental approval.\textsuperscript{77} The remainder of the religious corporations, institutions, and associations should be recognized by civil authority. Recognition means they should go through the process of receiving legal status – a process that requires that their statutes be presented and approved – and that a series of administrative controls be put in place for the duration of their existence.\textsuperscript{78}

The Ministry of Education and Culture is authorized to apply sanctions that range from a fine, to termination of all legal status of the institution. Administrative intervention is seen as a precautionary means when (1) violation of law, regulations, or statutes may be challenged, (2) necessary to protect the State interest, (3) necessary to safeguard the integrity of its members, and (4) when necessary to protect moral or material goods that are the property of the organization. (See an outline of legal implications in Table 2, below.)

Discrimination against the rest of the religious communities is undeniable, notwithstanding the historical explanations that may be given to justify it.\textsuperscript{79} The principle of equality is overruled as well as is Article 5 of the constitution, which doesn’t distinguish between “all churches consecrated to the worship of the various religions” when granting tax exemption.

One might ask, where lies the so-called “abstentionist” secularism when the State is favoring one religion over the others? The truth is that neutrality is a myth. We will look into tax exemption later.

Apart from the legal personality issue, regulation of religion, religious groups, and religious activities follows the trend of any other social phenomena. In this sense, one might attempt to believe that freedom of religion is actually undermined, since religious issues and concerns are neglected or overlooked. Contrary to what a neophyte may guess, the absence of norms does not secure freedom at all. As it leaves rights and goods unattended, due protection is denied.

The State has no official record of the religious affiliation of individuals, at least not a

\textsuperscript{75} Civil Code, art. 21: “All individuals of the human race are recognized as persons. The following are considered legal entities, and therefore are entitled to civil rights and obligations: the State, the Treasury, the Municipality, the Church, and those corporations, institutions and associations acknowledged by public authority.”

\textsuperscript{76} Asiaín Pereira, “El Gran Desafío del Derecho Eclesiástico,” supra n. 49.

\textsuperscript{77} Interpretative Law Nº 12.802, art. 134: “The following are recognized as cultural institutions in Article 69 of the Constitution, and therefore are tax exempt: seminaries or instructional buildings of the congregations or institutions of any religion, libraries, buildings for public events, edifices designed for classes on commerce, music, employment, and domestic economy, all sports fields, centers, and entertainment for youth established and sustained by a non-profit church or institution. In addition, all cultural institutions, and those instructive in nature, sports federations or associations, as well as any institution incorporated therein is declared exempt from all national or local taxes, as well as all tributes, national security taxes, and/or contributions, inasmuch as said entity has been legally recognized. Equally exempt from any national or local tax, as well as any tribute, and/or contribution of goods of any kind, are all current and/or future Dioceses of the Roman Catholic Church, as well as any other religion that has, receives or acquires, for the purpose of worship, welfare and educational assistance. In the case previously mentioned, the reason for the exemption would be justified by the Minister of Finance. The legal bodies of the Dioceses of the Roman Catholic Church, created or that will be created, shall be recognized and

\textsuperscript{78} Law of civil organizations Nº 15.089, 23 December 1980, art. 1: “The Department of Education and Culture has administrative power over all civil bodies, and as a consequence, will control their creation, function, dissolution, and sale.”

complete and universal record. The National Statistics Institute, however, did carry out a poll in 2006, and inquired about religious affiliation. According to the poll, 80 percent of the population declared to believe in God, or belonged to a religion or belief. While it was the first time that the State asked about religious membership or sympathy – which is a huge step if compared to prior inquiries – it’s not conclusive since the poll was not universal and cannot be considered complete, like a census. In fact, some initiatives to include the question in the next census were rejected, so the issue will continue to be absent from official records.

As the State ignores the religious affiliation of its inhabitants, it eludes designing and enforcing suitable policies to assure freedom of religion or belief. Again, the issue is neglected. This legal desert has undermined important concerns such as freedom of conscience, amongst others. In this atmosphere, conscientious objection was hardly recognized as a right till very recently, even though our constitution recognizes the independence of the moral and civic conscience, and commits authorities and individuals to further physical, moral, and social health and perfection.

Table 2. Legal Implications of Authorized Discretionary Treatment of Religions Organizations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH</th>
<th>OTHER RELIGIOUS GROUPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal personality</td>
<td>Automatically granted</td>
<td>Must follow procedures to attain it (Law Nº 15.089)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creation of new associated entities with legal status</td>
<td>A decree from the Holy See automatically creates a new legal entity in Uruguay</td>
<td>Must follow administrative procedures and registration before the government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statutes</td>
<td>Canon Law (C.I.C.), constitutions and conciliatory documents rule as the R.C.C.’s statutory law</td>
<td>Need approval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controls</td>
<td>Exempt of controls in civil life</td>
<td>Ministry of Education controls, with powers to punish and intervene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change of statutes</td>
<td>Without notifying the State</td>
<td>Submitted to administrative control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax exemption</td>
<td>Per se (Const. Article 5)</td>
<td>Depends on: legal status, tax authority approval, be non-profit, plus historical rooting for tax exemption for employer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need to prove worship objective?</td>
<td>Exempt</td>
<td>Must prove</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of association/legal structure</td>
<td>Original legal entity (recognition together with the State)</td>
<td>Acquisition of a generic type of legal association, thus “forced to fit” into existing associative typology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private or public?</td>
<td>Private legal entity for legal business and civil life (dioceses, parishes, congregations, schools); recognition of the Holy See as an international public entity or subject.</td>
<td>Always private.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

82. Article 54: “Law must recognize independence of the moral and civic conscience of those involved in labour or service relation, as well as a fair salary, limitation of the working day, weekly rest and physical and moral hygiene.”
83. Article 44: “The State will legislate in all matters related to public health and hygiene, seeking physical, moral and social perfectioning of all inhabitants. All inhabitants are due to care for their health and submit to treatment in case of illness. The State will provide free means of prevention and assistance only to the poor or those lacking the necessary resources.”
84. Codex Iuris Canonici, Canon Law of the Roman Catholic Church
As compulsory military service is not operative in our country, there were no complaints in this area, so the issue of conscientious objection wasn’t raised as early as it was in other countries in which academic reflection was enabled.

The question was opened by Jehovah’s Witnesses objecting to medical treatment, challenging scholars and decision-makers to take a stance on the point. Few cases reached the courts – the claims being generally ruled in favor of the objector – on the grounds of freedom of conscience and of belief, or enhancing self-determination.

In spite of the fact that the right is not yet granted full recognition – at least by some conservative scholars or secular fundamentalist postures – conscientious objection to blood transfusion is generally accepted both by private and public hospital authorities, as a reason to avoid the prescribed treatment, provided the person is capable of deciding and has been thoroughly informed of the risks he is facing.

Based on the patient’s right to self-determination, the Clinics Hospital – a university hospital part of the public university – has approved a medical protocol to deal with these cases, founded on the two governing principles of valid and informed consent by a capable adult. In the case of minors or mentally disabled whose guardians refuse the treatment, as in the case of pregnancy, a family judge will make the determination.

Several “progressive” bills have been under consideration in Parliament during the last administration, and several laws have been passed, which have introduced innovations in the area of bioethics which challenge religions, beliefs, and conscience.

Some of them have foreseen the legitimacy of posing conscientious objection. Others have limited the right to the extreme of denying it.

The “Human Assisted Reproduction Law” deals with manipulation of embryo and other techniques. As the “Defense of the Right to Sexual and Reproductive Health Bill” – which intended to legalize abortion and recognize conscientious objection, was vetoed, Law Nº 18.426 (the few articles of the vetoed bill which prevailed) committed the State to enforce national programs to implement sterilization techniques and to provide birth-control methods universally. The “Law on the Rights and Duties of Patients and Health Services Users” and the “Law on Anticipated Statement of Will” (which enables termination of life under certain conditions) both regulate the right to conscientious objection, with limits.

The Bill on the “Right to Genre Identity and Change of Name and Sex in Identification Documents” has no provision on conscientious objection. In spite of this law, some public servants, physicians, surgeons, and other medical personnel assigned to a sex operation will refuse to comply when facing the change of name and sex in documents. The “Law on Same Sex Marriage” incurs the same omission.
The “Law on Legalization of Abortion”\textsuperscript{95} does foresee conscientious objection, as it rehearses its denial in some cases, broadened by administrative regulation. While it recognizes “principle objection” or opposition to the practise based on institutional principles, it delegates all discretionary power to decide to it to the executive power.

IX. STATE FINANCIAL SUPPORT FOR RELIGION

State Financial Support for Religion Is Indirectly Specified through Tax Exemption

Article 5 of the Constitution exempts all temples consecrated to the worship of the various religions from any form of taxes.

Several problems have risen when interpreting the meaning of the term “temple” or church, as well as of the concept of “taxes.” Tax specialists have interpreted the concept of “taxes” as referring to any kind of tribute and consequently including property taxes and payroll taxes in the scope of the tax exemption, defining it as “immunity” or objective exemption.\textsuperscript{96} It has also been defined this way by interpretative laws, as well as by the jurisprudence of the Supreme Court. Constitutionalists have argued, instead, that by the time of the last reform of the constitution, which maintained the term “taxes” in Article 5, three types of tributes were clearly differentiated in tax law,\textsuperscript{97} and thus the term “taxes” is not comprehensive of the rest of the tributes.\textsuperscript{98}

Another problem was raised when interpreting the term “temple” or “church” alluded to by Article 5. In general, scholars – tax specialists and constitutionalists\textsuperscript{99} – have understood that the temple should be permanently dedicated to worship to be considered for exemption. Others, on the contrary, have outlined that as Article 5 doesn’t require it, the interpreter shouldn’t go beyond the text of the constitution, exacting stricter requirements.\textsuperscript{100}

But the meaning of the term “temple” has been debated in courts and the legal forum. Some judicial decisions have considered that the idea that religion entails an integral development of all aspects of life and culture,\textsuperscript{101} acknowledging the global aspect of religion.\textsuperscript{102} These decisions proceeded to rule that not only is the area of the temple exempt, but also its annex buildings – such as pastoral classrooms, clergymen’s premises, etc. This ruling favors the subjective nature of the exemption, that is, that religions were the subjects of exemption, not only the temple’s building.

Others have leaned towards interpreting the exemption as objectively directed to temples and not to religious congregations or communities as a whole.\textsuperscript{103}

Some scholars have even held that Masonic temples may be included in the exemption, given the fact that Masons call their meeting premises “temples.” Such an inclusion calls upon a definition of the concept of religion.\textsuperscript{104}

Annex buildings used for educational purposes may sometimes be exempted by

\textsuperscript{96} R. Valdes Costa and J. L. Shaw, Tax Law Code.
\textsuperscript{97} Tax Law Code, Articles 10 to 13 distinguishes three kinds of tributes: Tax (impuesto) as the tribute paid regardless of the State’s counter parting activity in favor of the taxpayer, e.g., consumer taxes; Rate (tasa) as the tribute paid in relation to a specific governmental activity for the taxpayer, e.g. registration costs and administrative charges; and Special Contributions, such as those paid as a counterpart to an economic benefit provided to the taxpayer, derived from public works or activities, e.g., special contributions due to improvements in property, and payroll taxes.
\textsuperscript{98} Risso Ferrand, Derecho Constitucional, supra n. 30.
\textsuperscript{99} Valdes and Shaw (Tax Code) and Korseniak, Derecho Público, supra n. 52.
\textsuperscript{101} Case ruled by the Court of Administrative Litigation, Sentence Nº 827, 23 October 1996.
\textsuperscript{102} Case ruled by the Court of Administrative Litigation, Sentence Nº 4, 5 February 1997.
\textsuperscript{103} Case ruled by the Court of Administrative Litigation, Sentence Nº 157, 4 April 2005.
\textsuperscript{104} Korseniak, Derecho Público, supra n. 52 at 347.
Article 69,\textsuperscript{105} which exempts private schools and cultural institutions from taxes, as a subsidy for their services. Schools owned or operated by religious communities – the majority of which are Roman Catholic – are reached by tax exemption of Article 69 on behalf of the cultural nature. The last reform in tax law raised some doubts about payroll taxes due from religious communities for the schools, charitable institutions, congregations, and associated institutions with religious or religiously-related purposes, as the reform appeared to abolish the tax exemption. The question was temporarily solved by an administrative regulation,\textsuperscript{106} declaring tax exemption for these groups must comply with the three requisites: be non-profit, have legal personality, and have historical rooting. The exemption is explicitly granted on behalf of their “cultural nature” (Article 69 of the constitution, not Article 5). Religious nature is hence ignored.

There are no other State subsidies of religious organizations or activities, at least not based on their religious nature. The maintenance of religious structures of historical or cultural value is not subsidized, but as the constitution orders the State to lawfully implement all suitable means to protect “all artistic or historical riches of the country, no matter who its owner is” (Article 34). Therefore, once a building, part of a building, monument, or piece of art is declared part of the cultural or historical heritage of the nation,\textsuperscript{107} a burden is put on its owners. This burden implies that the cultural object may not be disposed of or modified, amongst others, and is exempt from some taxes.

There was a particular incident which compromised the Roman Catholic Church’s autonomy. A parish priest had removed a sculpture of Christ on a cross which had stood as the main image of the church for more than 30 years. A Resolution of the Executive Power of 2006, recalling a prior resolution that had declared the Church a historical monument, declared the sculpture itself a historical monument too, as it formed a unit with the church, and in the same resolution, established that the piece should remain in the church, for artistic reasons,\textsuperscript{108} when it had been already removed.

X. CIVIL LEGAL EFFECTS OF RELIGIOUS ACTS

There is no legal recognition of legal effects to acts performed according to religion or within the realm of the internal autonomy of religious communities.

Religious marriage, for instance, is deprived of civil effects or invalid, since 1885.\textsuperscript{109} Previous civil marriage and its registration in the State Civil Register is compulsory, in order to be granted official effect. As an exception, “in extremis” marriage is allowed,

\textsuperscript{105} Constitution, Article 69: “Private education institutions and cultural institutions of the same nature are exempted of national and provincial taxes, as subsidy for the services they provide.”

\textsuperscript{106} Administrative Regulation Nº 183/008, regulating payroll tax exemption, when schools belong to a religious community, under certain circumstances: “Article 3 Bis. The activities of religious institutions, in regard to worship and in regard to diffusion of their doctrine, are considered of cultural nature and therefore included in the benefits regulated by this decree. The cultural nature also includes social and human promotion activities carried out by religious institutions. Religious institutions must accomplish the following requisites: a) be a legitimate legal entity; b) be non-profit; c) possess historical rooting in the country. The Administrative authority must control the effective fulfillment of these requisites when enforcing this regulation.”

\textsuperscript{107} Law Nº 14.040, 20 October 1971, Art. 5, 15 and 21, establish that real estate will be affected by certain burdens which ban modification, destination to incompatible uses, the obligation to maintain them and allow inspections, and prohibits their departure from the country, while establishing some tax exemptions.

\textsuperscript{108} Res. of the Executive Power Nº 13/006, 16 January 2006, recalled Res. Nº 141/997, 29 July 1997 which had declared the Church of San Pedro de Durazno by Architect Eladio Dieste a historical monument, and alluded that as sculpture by national artist Claudio Silveira Silva forms a unit with the building, and therefore it should be declared a historical monument for itself, in order to reaffirm the interaction between artistic elements, as the work of art was conceived as part of the architecture of the temple. Thus, its permanence in the Temple is ordained (when the cross had been already removed). This resolution was later abolished.

\textsuperscript{109} Civil Code Art. 83: “Civil marriage is the only valid marriage all throughout the territory of the State, and no other type are recognized as for 21 July 1885...”
though deprived of civil effect.\textsuperscript{110} Punitive sanctions in the form of criminal offenses are established against members of the clergy who celebrate religious weddings without previously verifying the celebration of the civil marriage. As for dissolution of marriage and divorce, they are of the exclusive jurisdiction of State authorities, “with complete disregard of ecclesiastical authorities.”\textsuperscript{111} At the same time, equal legal treatment has been approved by law for non-married and married couples (heterosexual as well as homosexual),\textsuperscript{112} and adoption by either is legitimate. As the Parliament is legislating in accordance to “progressive” streams, forwarding impairment of genre rights and sexual diversity, it hasn’t shown to be so concerned about religious pluralism. As a result, we must face the paradox that the only element proscribed from matrimonial law, is religion, \textit{per se}.\textsuperscript{113}

Likewise, secular courts do not intervene nor enforce decisions adopted by religious courts or hierarchical bodies, following the “two separate spheres” model. Canon Law rules as the Roman Catholic Church’s statutory law, as do the statutes of any other association.\textsuperscript{114} Therefore, transmission of property from this church must follow the procedures and requirements of canon law, a fact which is often disregarded by notaries and public property registries with serious consequences in real estate.

\textbf{XI. RELIGIOUS EDUCATION OF THE YOUTH}

The constitution guarantees academic freedom (Article 68), establishing that “State intervention will be limited to assuring the maintenance of hygiene, morality, security and public order.” It recognizes “the right of every parent or guardian to choose the suitable teachers or institutions for their sons or children under their care.”

So religious communities are free to create private schools, but in order to acquire official recognition, they must either adapt their curricula to the State’s curricula and submit to public controls, or make their students sit for an examination before public authorities which will evaluate the student’s capacity in accordance to official standards. This occurs both in primary schools as well as in college or high school levels. Private universities were authorized fairly recently, and their diplomas and career degrees were subsequently recognized – in general – by secular law, in spite of the arguments that were raised – and still interfere – to oppose it.

Our legal system doesn’t prohibit the inclusion of religion as a subject in public schools. Moreover, the system has the duty to impart religion as the manager of public interest,\textsuperscript{115} or at least instruct about the existence of the diverse religions existing in the country in compliance with binding international documents.\textsuperscript{116} In spite of this, religion is in fact absolutely absent from public schools curricula, as a result of the misinterpretation that the State must have a prescinding attitude towards the religious phenomenon, thus incurring “strident laicism.”

Not only does the constitution value and favor religion – as we have outlined – so does law. The recent Law on Education\textsuperscript{117} recognizes education as a basic human right,

\textsuperscript{110} Civil Code Art. 84: “Once the civil marriage is prosecuted . . . spouses may freely request religious ceremony to the church they belong to, but no priest of the Catholic Church or pastor of the different dissident religions in the country, may proceed to bridal blessing with no priest of the Catholic Church or pastor of the different dissident religions in the country, may proceed to bridal blessing without previously verifying the celebration of civil marriage . . . either incurring in a six months imprisonment penalty and one year in case of second offense. As an exception, ‘in extremis’ marriage is unpunished, though deprived of civil effects.”

\textsuperscript{111} Civil Code, arts. 145 and 146.

\textsuperscript{112} Law Nº 18.246, “Concubinary free-union” Law and Law Nº 19.075 on Same-sex Marriage.


\textsuperscript{114} Conclusion of Dr. Gabriel Gonzalez Merlano, Latin American Consortium for Freedom of Religion or Belief.

\textsuperscript{115} Durán Martínez, “Enseñanza Religiosa en la Educación Pública,” supra n. 47.


\textsuperscript{117} Law Nº 18.437, 12 December 2008, arts. 1, 4 and 17.
and proclaims that it will follow the guidance of international human rights law, as well as the constitution in its implementation. On proclaiming the governing principles of public education (Article 17), it defines the principle of secularism (laicidad) as assuring the integral and egalitarian treatment of all topics in the ambit of public education, by means of implementing free access to all sources of information and knowledge, enabling pupils to adopt a conscious posture. **Plurality of opinions and rational and democratic confrontation of knowledge and beliefs is guaranteed.** Notwithstanding this mandate, religion is still absent from schools.

Despite these flaws, religion has received some special consideration by education authorities, recognizing the teacher’s freedom of conscience and opinion whether it be “religious, philosophical, political or any other sort, within the strictest secular context, preserving the pupil’s freedom against any form of coercion.”

Some measures are given as examples of “positive” secularism. Absences for religious reasons may be justified for Jews and Seventh-day Adventists. Refusal to take a compulsory oath or reverence to the flag and national symbols may be excused, or not taken into account as essential for continuing scholarship, on the grounds of freedom of religion or belief and the right to education. An administrative resolution provided the correct interpretation of secularism (laicidad): “The fact that religion is not taught in public education and that religious practice is not promoted doesn’t mean disrespect of all of them in equal terms, as well as the right not to have any religion at all.” The resolution provides that no absences for religious reasons should be counted, as long as they don’t exceed four days per year; that teachers should be instructed not to set exams or tests “in those days in which one or more pupils have requested and have been exempted to attend school for religious reasons,” among similar criteria.

The opposite criterion was held by the Public University when dealing with the same issue; students and professors were denied the possibility of being waived from university activities for religious reasons, arguing that “freedom also implies that people should not impose upon the University a certain religion.”

**XII. RELIGIOUS SYMBOLS IN PUBLIC PLACES**

Citizens are free to wear religious symbols in public places, in general. Resistance to this public manifestation of faith comes not from the legal setting, but from the rest of society and by those enforcing or interpreting law in different areas of life.

There was a case which revealed the lack of tolerance of fellow students at the Public University. A Catholic nun attended class wearing her religious dress, to which the students association opposed on the grounds of the sacrosanct “laicité” of the State, and demanded a resolution to be adopted by the authorities banning such garment, with no success.

Schools, hospitals, courtrooms, and public offices are in fact devoid of religious symbols. However, common places (like streets, squares, and open spaces) have been gradually inhabited by statues representing religious symbols or images of more than one religion.

After the visit of Pope John Paul II in 1987, a white cross was erected in his honor, and the controversy about the presence of religious symbols in public spaces was
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124. Religious symbols in public hospitals were prohibited in 1906, a “Jacobin” measure for some critics (José Enrique Rodó), which ignited a harsh and long debate nationwide.
reanimated and strongly debated in Parliament. Ultimately, the statue was allowed to stay by law as a commemorative monument. “From iconoclasm to tolerance,” the battle fought by the cross opened the way to the presence of religious symbols in the public space for other faiths.

The “Yemanjá” Goddess of the afro-Brazilian cult has her monument in Montevideo since 1994; Confucius has a statue very near; there is a homage to the Holocaust and one to a Great Rabine; the Rotary and Lions clubs welcome visitors with highway signs, crosses, and images of the Virgin in her different advocations are erected in the countryside. When Pope John Paul II died, a monument was erected next to his commemorative cross, an event which awakened protests by Evangelicals and other Christian denominations.

XIII. FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION AND OFFENSES AGAINST RELIGION

The Penal Code specially protects religion in the public arena against offensive expressions, punishing several criminal offenses committed against religious elements.

The chapter destined to protect freedom defines four types of “offenses against religious practice and religious sentiment,” punishing outrage against religious worship by impeding or disturbing a religious ceremony or rite, against places or elements of worship and against individuals professing it or ministers of religion. It deals with the deceased separately. As the norms refer to “all cults [religions] tolerated in the country” this protection is equally applied to all religions and beliefs.

In 1989, and as an answer to the demands of the Jewish community, the Parliament passed a law to punish “incitement of hatred, scorn or violence against certain individuals because of the color of their skin, their race, religion, or national or ethnic origin” as well as the commission of such acts. On demand of the genre-equality lobby, a 2003 law included the motives of sex discrimination among the criminalized conducts. These provisions may account for the criminalization of blasphemy, defamation of religion, or religious hate speech, whenever an individual or group of a certain religion feels offended or attacked in his or their religious feelings and integrity, and therefore decides to denounce the situation. Their scope widely covers all religions, provided the criminalized conduct is proved to have occurred and the offensive consequences of that conduct was foreseeable. In the area of freedom of expression we also count on some legal provisions.

Our constitution specifically and explicitly recognizes freedom of expression in
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Article 29, and our Penal Code criminalizes defamation and insult as a means of shielding individual honor. Defamation is committed when someone, “in a manner that could be made public, attributes to another person a certain event, which if it were true, might give place to penal or disciplinary proceedings against her, or that might expose her to public hatred or scorn.” By insult (“injurias”), criminal law understands “that person who, apart from the cases foreseen in the precedent article, offends in any way, by means of words, writing or acts, another person’s honour, rectitude or propriety.” Perpetration of these acts by means of “writings, drawings or paintings, publicly disclosed or exposed to the public” are penalty aggravating circumstances. The perpetrator may, however, be exempted of responsibility in certain circumstances related with public interest, thus privileging this value over the value of honor, even when the disclosure is made by means of funny or artistic manifestations. If “actual malice” is found in the offender, then his responsibility re-emerges. If disclosed facts or qualities attributed to the person are proved to be true or verisimilar, then the perpetrator of the offense may be exempted, except when his “actual malice” is demonstrated. Very rarely do cases based on religious offense reach the courts, mainly because they are solved by pacific means, or are disregarded.

Law defines as a media offense, or crime committed through media, the perpetration of acts qualified as criminal offenses, if committed through the media. They usually entail media-abuse by the perpetrator. The right to rectification and answer is assured, and may even exempt the media representative of responsibility, privileging the right to inform and to acquire information over other values involved.

XIV. FINAL REMARKS

As the present report contains a considerable amount of regulations on religion, one might be tempted to conclude that Uruguay has paid a relevant attention to the phenomenon. If we look closer, however, we can appreciate that most regulations are intended to intervene in cases where coercion is required, that is, the State unfolds its repressive arm to stop and punish law trespassers (the negative phase of freedom of religion, to prevent coercion and abuse). Regrettably, evidence shows that our State is not so concerned with the positive aspect of religious freedom, which is customarily enforced through measures aimed at promoting freedom of religion or belief. The focus is put into shielding attacks from abusive interference, not so much in providing the wheels and wings for human promotion.

The religious phenomenon demands a special regard from the legislative and positive action from the State, not the State’s indolence or indifference towards it, which results in despair and lack of protection. Borrowing Juan Navarro Floria’s idea, and concretizing it to the case of Uruguay, we may say that if we are here today and in this part of the world
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talking about religious freedom, it would be because of the influence of what is taking place on a worldwide level. Close and homogeneous societies – like ours in its origin – are not concerned by these issues, because they ignore the complexity and depth of the conflicts posed by plurality, and, among them, those related to freedom of religion or belief.¹³⁷

Uruguay was born as a fairly homogenous European-rooted society, which didn’t find itself in the need to develop terms of coexistence with the “diverse,” due to the regrettable historical fact that indigenous peoples were almost exterminated, if not absorbed and nullified by the European invader. This peculiar and uniform social composition may explain our society’s narrow-mindedness in its youth and forthcoming years. But despite that probable determination, self-awareness of the plural quality of its society, as well as of their legitimate demands, is crucial. We cannot keep on applying old structures and perished ideas to an evolving, mutable and diversified society in terms of religious pluralism.

As we have outlined, our social composition has dramatically changed, becoming diversely pluralistic. At the same time, the international community has made substantial progress in recognizing human rights and implementing effective means to enforce them. Now Uruguay must take an introspective look and acknowledge the “alterity” or “otherness” coexisting in our society, as well as look outward to comprehend the progress of international human rights law, in order to meet the demands of freedom of religion or belief of among its inhabitants.